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The space of geometric limits of one-generator
closed subgroups of PSL2 .R/
H YUNGRYUL BAIK
L UCIEN C LAVIER

We give a complete description of the closure of the space of one-generator closed
subgroups of PSL2 .R/ for the Chabauty topology, by computing explicitly the
matrices associated with elements of Aut.D/ Š PSL2 .R/, and finding quantities
parametrizing the limit cases. Along the way, we investigate under what conditions
sequences of maps 'n W X ! Y transform convergent sequences of closed subsets
of the domain X into convergent sequences of closed subsets of the range Y . In
particular, this allows us to compute certain geometric limits of PSL2 .R/ only by
looking at the Hausdorff limit of some closed subsets of C .
30F40; 20H10

1 Introduction
In [2], Chabauty generalized a result of Mahler about the relative compactness of some
sets of lattices of Rn to a large class of locally compact groups.
In comparison with the Chabauty topology on the space of all closed subgroups of
a locally compact group G , the space of all closed subsets of G equipped with the
Hausdorff distance is tremendously wilder. For instance, the Chabauty topology of R is
a closed segment (see for instance Section 2.2). Also, in the beautiful paper by Pourezza
and Hubbard [9], the Chabauty topology of R2 is shown to be S 4 . In contrast, the
space of closed subsets of R is the Hilbert cube (see Schori and West [10]). For a
general exposition to Chabauty topology, we highly recommend de la Harpe [3].
The use of the Chabauty topology in the study of Kleinian groups (called geometric
limits in this context) is now classical; it has interesting applications in the theory
of hyperbolic manifolds; see for instance Thurston [11, Chapter 9] and Marden [7,
Section 5.9].
The authors were motivated by the desire to understand the closure of the faithful
discrete type-preserving PSL2 .C/–representations of the fundamental group of the
once-punctured torus. Even if a lot is known about geometric limits in general, it is
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still a challenge to understand the global space of geometric limits of Kleinian groups
as a topological space. For reasons like the existence of infinite enrichments (see
Hubbard [4]), it is tremendously difficult to understand that space as a whole. However,
it is possible to attack the problem of explicitly describing geometric limits in a few
simpler cases, starting in this paper with the space of one-generator closed subgroups of
PSL2 .R/. This rather simple case already presents some subtle issues arising from the
special nature of the Chabauty topology (for definitions of terminologies, see Section 2).
We will first show that the most natural way to parametrize the space of one-generator
closed subgroups of PSL2 .R/ is too naive to give a correct idea of its closure in the
Chabauty topology, and we will give a new effective parametrization of this space.
This allows us to compute every possible geometric limit of convergent sequences of
one-generator closed subgroups, by simply computing the limit of these parameters.
The main results can be found in Sections 7, 8 and 9.
Here is now a summary of the paper.
In Section 2, we recall that given some locally compact group G , the Chabauty topology
on the space C.G/ of all closed subgroups of G is induced by the Hausdorff distance
on closed subsets of the one-point compactification of G , regarded as a set. We see,
for instance, that C.R/ is simply a closed segment.
In Section 3, we recall that any element of Aut.H2 / Š PSL2 .R/ is either elliptic
(hence a rotation around some point of H2 ), hyperbolic (ie it fixes an axis and acts
as a translation on it) or parabolic (it fixes only one point in @H2 ). As a result, a first
“naive” picture of the space of all one-generator subgroups of PSL2 .R/ is obtained
by describing subgroups generated by an elliptic element (resp. hyperbolic) thanks to
its fixed point (resp. fixed axis) and its order as a rotation around that point (resp. its
translation length on that axis). This is naive in the sense that the closure E (resp. H, P)
of the space of subgroups generated by one single elliptic element (resp. hyperbolic,
parabolic) is not the one we would expect from looking at the picture (compare Figures 2
and 6). Also it is not clear how P is attached to both E and H.
In Section 4, we give matrix representations to all elements of Aut.H2 /. These matrices
take into account the parameters described above, but also other quantities ( and  in
our notation) that will play a fundamental role in Sections 7, 8 and 9.
In Section 5, we see that, for two given metric spaces X , Y and a sequence of maps
'n W X ! Y , we investigate under what conditions convergent sequences of closed
subsets Fn of X are automatically transformed into convergent sequences of closed
subsets 'n .Fn / of Y ; see Proposition 4.1.
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In Section 6, using Proposition 4.1, we can reduce the problem of computing the
geometric limits of sequences of one-generator subgroups of PSL2 .R/ to the problem
of computing the Hausdorff limits of two families of sequences of closed sets of C .
In Sections 7, 8 and 9, collecting the information obtained in Section 6, we draw the
correct pictures of E, H and P, and explain how to glue them together.
Finally, in Section 10, we provide some ideas and work related to the present paper.
Acknowledgements We really appreciate that John Hubbard let us know about this
problem and explained how we could approach it at the beginning. We also thank Bill
Thurston for the helpful conversations. For the result in Section 4, we thank James West
and Iian Smythe for their encouraging and helpful comments. The proof of Lemma 2.2
comes from a conversation with Juan Alonso. We also thank the referee for providing
constructive comments.

2 Preliminaries
2.1 The Chabauty topology
The Chabauty topology of a locally compact group is a topology on the space of all its
closed subgroups. This topology can be understood via the Hausdorff distance.
Definition 2.1 Let .X; d/ be a metric space. For every nonempty subsets A; B of X ,
we define the Hausdorff distance between them as
dH .A; B/ D maxfsup inf d.a; b/; sup inf d.a; b/g:
a2A b2B

b2B a2A

Note that dH .A; B/ D 0 if and only if the closures of A and B are the same. It is
also well-known that dH defines a metric on the set of all compact subsets of X . It is
compact with the topology induced by dH , whenever X is compact.
Let G be a locally compact group which is second-countable. It is then metrizable
as a topological group, ie its topology is induced by some left-invariant metric. G
x is Hausdorff.
being Hausdorff and locally compact, its one-point compactification G
x is obtained from G by adding to it some infinity-point P1 and declaring
Recall that G
that the complements of compact subsets form a basis of neighborhood of P1 . The
x is actually a metric space.
following lemma implies that G
Lemma 2.2 Let X be a second-countable, locally compact metric space. Then its
one-point compactification Xx is metrizable.
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Proof Let Kn be an exhaustion of X by compact subsets (ie K1  K2  K3    
S
is an ascending sequence of compact sets so that n Kn D X ). Consider B 0 the space
of Lipschitz functions on X and consider the norm defined by
X
kf k D sup jf .x/j C sup jf .x/ f .y/j C
.2n sup jf .x/j/:
x2X

x;y2X

n1

x2X nKn

Then define B D ff 2 B 0 j kf k < 1g. It is easy to see that B is a Banach space.
Let B  denote its dual. One can embed Xx into B  via the map x 7! evx where evx is
the evaluation map f 7! f .x/. We map the infinity-point P1 to 0. The assumptions
on X guarantee that evx and evy are distinct if x and y are distinct points. On B  ,
we have the norm
kLk D supfjL.f /j j f 2 B; kf k D 1g:
In this way, we get an induced metric on Xx . It is straightforward to check that
the topology induced by this metric agrees with the standard topology on the onepoint compactification. For example, one needs to show that x is close to P1 if
and only if evx is close to 0. For x close to P1 , x 62 Kn for large n and then
kevx k D supfjf .x/j j f 2 B; kf k D 1g < 2 n . Hence evx is close to 0. For the
converse, suppose kevx k <  for some 0 <  < 2 N . If x 2 KN but not in KN C1 ,
then we can have a bump function f supported in some neighborhood of x so that
kf k D 1 but jf .x/j D 2 N . Thus x must be outside KN . By taking smaller  , or
equivalently taking larger N , we conclude that if kevx k is small, x should be outside
most compact sets Kn . It remains to show that for x; y 2 X , x is close to y if and
only if kevx evy k is small. This is even easier than the case near P1 . The readers
are invited to check the details.
Let F.G/ be the set of all closed subgroups of G . We simultaneously compactify
every element of F.G/ by adding the infinity-point P1 to every one of them. Denote
by Fx.G/ the space obtained from F.G/ by this simultaneous one-point compactification, and set Ax D A [ fP1 g for any A 2 F.G/. Note that since every closed subgroup
of a locally compact group is locally compact, every Ax is Hausdorff.
Then Fx.G/ is a compact metric space with the Hausdorff distance dH . Fx.G/, together
with the distance dH , is loosely referred to as the Chabauty topology of G .
Notational Remark When a sequence of one-point compactified subgroups Axn
x and when there is no possible confusion, we simply say
converges to a subgroup A,
that An converges to A in the Chabauty topology.
In the context of Kleinian groups, the limit of a convergent sequence in the Chabauty
topology is called the geometric limit of the sequence. For more details about the
difference between the algebraic limit and the geometric limit, consult [4].
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2.2 The Chabauty topology of R
The closed subgroups of R are either R itself, or generated by a real number. Let Gr
denote the group generated by r , so Gr D r Z D f: : : ; 2r; r; 0; r; 2r; : : :g. Since
Gr D G r , we may always assume that r  0. Note that G0 is the trivial group f0g. We
would like to study the space of these groups in the Chabauty topology. As described
in the previous section, we perform a simultaneous one-point compactification by
x D R [ f1g is a metric space
adding 1 to these subgroups of R. By Lemma 2.2, R
with some desired topology. Let d denote this metric. The proof of the following
lemma provides the way we should think about the Chabauty topology, and it plays an
important role throughout the paper.
xr converges to G
x0 D f0; 1g as r ! 1.
Lemma 2.3 G
Proof Note that for any compact subset K of R, there exists a M > 0 such that
Gr f0g  K c for all r  M . Also, the complements of compact subsets form a basis
of neighborhood of 1.
x Let M > 0 be large
Let  > 0 be arbitrary and N be the  –ball around 1 in R.
enough so that Gr f0g  N for all r  M . For all such r , the Hausdorff distance
xr and G
x0 is defined by
between G
xr ; G
x0 / D max. sup d.x; G
x0 /; sup d.y; G
xr //:
dH .G
xr
x2G

x0
y2G

x0 /. When x D 0, we have d.x; G
x0 / D 0, and otherwise
First, consider supx2Gxr d.x; G
x0 /   by the choice of r . The second term supy2Gx d.y; G
xr / is
d.x; 1/  d.x; G
0
x
x
x
x0
bounded above by  for the same reason, so dH .Gr ; G0 /   . Therefore, Gr ! G
in the Chabauty topology as r ! 1.
xr converges to R
x as r ! 0.
Lemma 2.4 G
Proof This can be proved in an elementary way, by using the same techniques as in
Lemma 2.3.
As a simple corollary of Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, the Chabauty topology of R is isomorphic
to the closed interval Œ0; 1.
Note that in those lemmas, we do not actually need to know explicitly the metric d .
This fact will be also used in the proof of the Reduction Lemma (Proposition 4.1).
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2.3 Objects we are dealing with
We use the notation introduced in Section 2.1. Let C.PSL2 .R//, or simply just C, be
the closure in Fx.PSL2 .R// of the set of all one-point compactified cyclic subgroups
of PSL2 .R/. Our goal throughout this paper is to present a complete description
of C.PSL2 .R//.
Note, after identification of PSL2 .R/ and Aut.H2 /, that each element of PSL2 .R/ acts
on H2 . Let us recall that the isometries of H2 are of three types: elliptic if they have
one fixed point inside of H2 , hyperbolic if they have two fixed points in the boundary
1 D @H2 , and parabolic if they have one fixed point in S 1 . It will sometimes be
S1
1
useful to consider the neutral element of PSL2 .R/ to be of either of the three types
above.
As we will see in the next section, most intuition can be gained from the careful
observation of the action on H2 of the generators of the cyclic closed subgroups
of PSL2 .R/.

3 Overview for C.PSL2 .R//
3.1 Elliptic generators
We will first study the space of closed subgroups of PSL2 .R/ with one elliptic generator.
Elliptic isometries of H2 are rotations around a point in the interior of H2 . Let  be
a subgroup of PSL2 .R/ generated by one elliptic element e . For  to be closed, e
needs to have finite order. Also, note that  is uniquely determined by the choice of the
center of the rotation e and the order of e . If we think of H2 as the Poincaré disk D ,
then the space of choices for the center of the rotation can be identified with the unit
open disk D . Thus we can express the space E of the closed subgroups of PSL2 .R/
with one elliptic generator by
G
Dn ;
n2

where the underlying set of Dn is just the unit open disk D . A point in Dn represents
the subgroup of all rotations of order n around the corresponding point in D . Of
course, E is an open subset of C, we would like to understand its boundary in C.
It is easy to prove (using a direct proof for instance) that if some moving elliptic
generator stays in a finite number of Dn (ie its order as a rotation is bounded) while
its fixed point tends to a point in the boundary @D , then the subgroup it generates
in PSL2 .R/ tends to the trivial group fIdg for the Chabauty topology. Thus, part of
Algebraic & Geometric Topology, Volume 13 (2013)
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the closure in C of the space of the closed subgroups of PSL2 .R/ with one elliptic
generator looks like a wedge sum of countably many 2–spheres.
Also, it is easy to prove that if the order of the moving elliptic generator increases
to infinity while its fixed point stays the same (or tends to some point in the interior
of D ), then the subgroup it generates in PSL2 .R/ tends in the Chabauty topology to
the group of all rotations around that point. Thus, part of the wedge sum described
above has to accumulate to some open disk D1 , where a point in D1 represents the
subgroup of all rotations around the corresponding point in D .
For now, it is not quite clear what is happening in the case where our moving generator
tends to some point in @D and its order tends to infinity. It is reasonable to think that
the subgroup it generates will converge to some subgroup of parabolic elements, but it
is not obvious at the moment what the picture really looks like.

3.2 Hyperbolic generators
1 . The
Hyperbolic isometries of H2 have two fixed points on the circle at infinity S1
2
geodesic in H connecting the fixed points of an hyperbolic element h of PSL2 .R/ is
called the axis of h, denoted Axis.h/. h acts on Axis.h/ as a translation. Let us fix
some axis. If we consider all subgroups of PSL2 .R/ whose elements are hyperbolic
elements sharing this axis, the situation is similar to the case of subgroups of R: we
can parametrize these subgroups by the translation length on the axis.

Definition 3.1 Let h 2 PSL2 .R/ be a hyperbolic isometry of H2 . The translation
length of h is the distance d.x; h.x// where d is the Poincaré metric on H2 and x is
an arbitrary element on Axis.h/.
Lemma 3.2 Let .hn / be a sequence of hyperbolic isometries sharing the same axis l .
Then the following hold:
(1) if the translation length of hn tends to infinity, the limit in the Chabauty topology
of the subgroup that hn generates is the trivial group;
(2) if the translation length of hn tends to zero, the limit in the Chabauty topology
of the subgroup that hn generates is the subgroup of PSL2 .R/ of all hyperbolic
elements sharing the axis l .
Proof See the proof of Lemma 2.3. Note that the actual “direction” of the translation
is not important, since for any g 2 PSL2 .R/, g and g 1 generate the same group.
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Therefore, for each axis l , the space of subgroups of PSL2 .R/ which contain only
hyperbolic elements with axis l is homeomorphic to a closed interval Œ0; 1 in the
Chabauty topology, where 1 is identified with the trivial group fIdg 2 PSL2 .R/,
t 2 .0; 1/ is identified with the subgroup of PSL2 .R/ generated by an element with
translation length t and axis l , and 1 is identified with the subgroup of all hyperbolic
elements with axis l .
The choice of an axis is the same as the choice of two distinct points on the circle.
Thus the space of all those choices can be identified with
.S 1  S 1

/=.x; y/  .y; x/;

where  is the diagonal  D f.x; x/ 2 S 1  S 1 j x 2 S 1 g. The next figure shows how
to see this space as an open Möbius band. In order to give a planar representation of
this Möbius band, we replaced the circles S 1 above by segments Œ0; 2 in the obvious
way.
2

axis

2

Diagonal f1 D 2 g

0
0

2

1

axis

Figure 1: The upper triangle becomes an open Möbius band after removing
the points where 1 D 2 and identifying the remaining edges by .0; x/ 
.x; 2/. Choosing the upper triangle corresponds to the convention 2 > 1 .
The space of choices of an axis is an open Möbius band.

Therefore, the space of all cyclic subgroups generated by one hyperbolic element is
a cone on the open Möbius band (see Figure 2). We would like to understand its
closure H in C.
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1

Translation length

f1 D cg

f2 D cg

Open Möbius band
Figure 2: The space of subgroups generated by one hyperbolic element is
a cone on the open Möbius band. The left wall f1 D 0g and the rear wall
f2 D 2g are identified following the black arrows. In pale green is a slice
of constant translation length.

As in the case of elliptic generators, it is possible to prove directly that if some hyperbolic
generator moves within some horizontal slice (in pale green in the picture) and tends
to the boundary of this slice, then the subgroup it generates tends to the trivial group in
the Chabauty topology.
Therefore, this picture, presenting a “naive” parametrization of the subgroups generated
by one hyperbolic element, is rather deceiving, for the whole wall f1 D 2 g should be
collapsed to a segment. Also, it is not clear what happens when we approach the base
of this wall. This will be settled in the following sections.
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3.3 Parabolic generators
Parabolic elements of PSL2 .R/ have exactly one fixed point on the circle at infinity.
Thus the space of choices of the fixed points is simply S 1 . We want to parametrize
all the parabolic elements which have the same common fixed point. In the case of
hyperbolic elements, there was a canonical way to express the amount of translation
along their axes. In the parabolic case, there is no such convenient parameters, and
we will use in Section 5.3 a less natural normalization, consisting on controlling the
behaviour of more points than just the fixed point.
Nevertheless, we will see that the space of all subgroups generated by one parabolic
element sharing the same fixed point is the same as the Chabauty topology of R,
namely Œ0; 1, where 1 represents the trivial group, and 0 represents the subgroup of
all parabolic elements around this fixed point.
Therefore, the closure P of the space of all subgroups generated by one parabolic
element is the cone on a circle, with top vertex representing the trivial group.

3.4 How do E, H, P fit together?
Understanding the boundaries of E, H and P, and showing how they fit together is the
main goal of the rest of the paper. We will show that both E and H accumulate to P
but not to each other.
In all the next sections (except Section 4 which deals with more general spaces than
just PSL2 .R/), we will analyze carefully the space of subgroups with one generator.
This will consist in a series of parallel arguments. We will usually talk about the elliptic
generator case first, since it is simpler and somewhat enlightening for the second case,
namely the case of hyperbolic generators. The case of parabolic generators will always
come last.
The first step in this analysis is to represent every elliptic, hyperbolic and parabolic
elements as 2  2 matrices.

4 The key proposition
Now we state the Reduction Lemma, which allows one to transform convergent sequences in one space to convergent sequences in a different space, for the Hausdorff
topology. This proposition is stated in a greater generality than we actually need in this
paper, but we believe it is interesting in its own right. We do not claim that this result
is new; nevertheless, we could not find it anywhere in the literature.
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Proposition 4.1 (Reduction Lemma) Let .X; dX /; .Y; dY / be two second countable,
locally compact metric spaces. Let .'n / be a sequence of maps from X to Y , converging to a continuous proper map ' , uniformly on every compact subset. Assume that for
every compact subset K  Y , the closed subset
[
'n 1 .K/
nN

is compact for N large enough.
Then whenever a sequence of closed subsets Fn  X converges to a closed subset F in
the Hausdorff topology of X , the subsets 'n .Fn / converge to '.F / in the Hausdorff
topology of Y .
Proof It is possible to prove this directly, using a so-called “ /ı ” argument. Since we
S
would like to highlight the meaning of the condition that nN 'n 1 .K/ is compact
for N large enough, let us use a slightly different approach. First, notice that the case
where X is compact is more or less immediate.
Lemma 4.2 Let .X; dX /; .Y; dY / be two metric spaces, X compact, Y locally compact. Let .'n / be a sequence of maps from X to Y , converging uniformly to a
continuous map ' . Then whenever a sequence of closed subsets Fn  X converges
to a closed subset F in the Hausdorff topology of X , the subsets 'n .Fn / converge to
'.F / in the Hausdorff topology of Y .
Proof This fact can be proved by a simple  /ı argument left to the reader.
Back to the proof of Proposition 4.1: if Y is compact, ' being proper implies that X
is compact. Thus, let us suppose that neither X nor Y are compact. We would like
to reduce the problem to the previous case, where the spaces were compact. Thus,
consider Xz (resp. Yz ) the one-point compactification of X (resp. Y ), and define
'zn ; 'W
z Xz ! Yz
to be those extensions of 'n , ' that send the infinity point of Xz to the infinity point
of Yz .
Lemma 4.3 'zn converges uniformly to 'z .
S
Proof The condition concerning the compactness of nN 'n 1 .K/ means exactly
that for every neighborhood N2 of infinity in Yz , there is a little neighborhood N1 of
infinity in Xz which is sent into N2 by all 'zn , for n larger than some integer N .
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Indeed, using that complements of compact subsets form a basis of infinity, the latter
statement can be rewritten as
8K2  Y compact, 9K1  X compact, 9N 2 N such that 8n  N; 'n .K1c /  K2c ;
but since 'n .K1c /  K2c is equivalent to 'n 1 .K2 /  K1 , it can be rewritten as
[
8K2  Y compact, 9K1  X compact, 9N 2 N such that
'n 1 .K2 /  K1 ;
nN

ie
8K2  Y compact, 9N 2 N such that

[

'n 1 .K2 / is compact:

nN

Now, for every  > 0 we can choose N2 to be the ball of radius =2 around the infinity
point of Yz , K1 and N 2 N like above. Taking a larger K1 if necessary, we can always
assume that 'z also sends N1 D K1c into N2 . But then, for all n  N and all x 2 K1c ,
dYz .'zn .x/; '.x//
z
 dYz .'zn .x/; 1/ C dYz .'.x/;
z
1/  :
Additionally, since 'zn converges to 'z uniformly on K1 , we can replace N by a larger
integer if necessary, and assume that for all n  N and all x 2 K1 ,
dYz .'zn .x/; '.x//
z
 :
Therefore, 'zn converges uniformly to 'z .
Back to the proof of Proposition 4.1, since 'zn converges uniformly to 'z and 'z is
continuous (because ' is continuous and proper), we are done by Lemma 4.2.
Remark 4.4 We can actually show more than Lemma 4.3: in the case where both X
and Y are noncompact, the hypotheses of Proposition 4.1 are equivalent to asking
that 'zn converges uniformly to 'z and that 'z is continuous.
Remark 4.5 The proof of Proposition 4.1 actually shows the following: suppose
the functions 'n are only defined on some domains n  X satisfying that for any
compact subset K  X , we can find an integer N such that for all n  N , K  n .
Equivalently, cn  N for every neighborhood N of the infinity-point 1 2 Xx and for
all n large enough. Then the conclusion of Proposition 4.1 still holds if Fn  n for
every n, simply by declaring that 'zn sends every point of n to 1 2 Yz .
We would like to finish this section with some (counter) examples.
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In Proposition 4.1, it is not necessary for the 'n to be proper (nor continuous, actually),
as we can see by defining X D Y D R and
8
ˆ
< n if x  n;
'n .x/ D x if jxj  n;
ˆ
:
n otherwise,
which are bounded, but converge uniformly on every compact subset to the identity
map, and Proposition 4.1 still applies.
Emphatically, it is not sufficient either that the 'n be proper and continuous, as we see
by defining X D Y D R and
(
x if x  n;
'n .x/ D 3n x
otherwise,
2
which are continuous, proper and converge on every compact subset to the identity
map ' . But, choosing Fn D F D Z, we have 1=2 2 'n .Fn / for each n (take x D 3n 1),
but 1=2 62 '.F / D Z.
In addition, 'n being proper does not imply that ' is: define X D Y D R and
8
ˆ
<x C n if x  n;
'n .x/ D x n if x  n;
ˆ
:
0 otherwise,
which are continuous and proper, but converge uniformly on every compact subset to
the zero map.

5 Matrix representations
In this section, we show how to represent every elliptic, hyperbolic and parabolic
element of PSL2 .R/ as a 2  2 matrix.
Remark 5.1 It will usually be more convenient to use the Poincaré disk model D
instead of the upper half-plane model H2 , for symmetry reasons. As a result, the
matrices we are interested in will have complex entries, the reader should not be surprised by this. See for instance Hubbard [5] for the standard identification of PSL2 .R/
and Aut.D/.
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5.1 The elliptic case
Let Ep; denote the elliptic element which is a rotation around p 2 D with angle  .
We use the polar coordinates p D r e i for elements of D . We have the following
lemma.
Lemma 5.2 The element in Aut.D/ that corresponds to the Möbius transformation Ep; is represented by the matrix


p
i=2 1 
e
;
p
x 1 C p p
x
where  D .1

e i /=.1

jpj2 /.

Proof f WD Œz 7! .z p/=.1 pz/
x is an automorphism of D which maps p to 0.
If R denotes the rotation around 0 by  in D , then Ep; D f 1 ı R ı f , which is
represented by the matrix
 i

e
p px p.1 e i /
:
p.1
x
e i / 1 p pe
x i
Its determinant is e i .1

p p/
x 2 , so the result follows.

Remark 5.3 Let hEp; i denote the subgroup generated by Ep; . When  is an
irrational angle, hEp; i is not closed, so we can ignore this case. From now on, we will
assume  has finite order. Also, we can always replace Ep; by Ep;2=jj , where jj
is the order of  , since they both generate the same group. This observation will be
useful later.

5.2 The hyperbolic case
Choosing a hyperbolic element amounts to choosing an unordered pair of distinct
elements in S 1 D @D and a translation length.
Convention When we choose an unordered pair of distinct elements e i1 , e i2 in S 1 ,
we always pick the labeling 1 ¤ 2 2 Œ0; 2 so that  WD 2 1 2 .0; 2/.
For 1 , 2 as explained above, and for a > 1, let H1 ;2 ;a denote the hyperbolic
element with translation length log a whose repelling and attracting fixed points are
respectively e i1 and e i2 .
Remark 5.4 Since H1 ;2 ;a and its inverse generate the same group, it is sufficient to
consider that a > 1.
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We have the following lemma as an analogue of Lemma 5.2.
Lemma 5.5 The element in Aut.D/ that corresponds to the Möbius transformation H1 ;2 ;a is represented by the matrix


1 1 e i e i2
;
p
e i1 1 C 
a
where  D .a

1/=.1

e i /.

Proof  D Œz 7! e i.2 1 /=2 .z e i1 /=.z e i2 / is the isometry between D and H
which maps e i1 to 0, e i2 to 1 and .1 C 2 /=2 to 1. Then on H2 , the hyperbolic
element with translation length log a and repelling, attracting fixed points 0 and 1 is
simply Œz 7! az. Thus we have H1 ;2 ;a D  1 ı Œz 7! az ı  . The result follows by
direct computation.
Remark 5.6 As we will see in Section 6, the parameters  and  (or rather their
modulus) are in fact fundamental, since they express in a quantitative way how sequences of subgroups generated by one elliptic (resp. hyperbolic) element can converge
to subgroups generated by one parabolic element. This is the ingredient we needed to
understand clearly the boundary of C. See Sections 6, 7, 8 and 9.

5.3 The parabolic case
In the case of parabolic isometries of H2 , there is no well-defined notion of translation
length. Indeed, all parabolic element in Aut.H2 / fixing 1 have matrix representations
of the form


1 b
:
0 1
But these are all conjugate by dilatations


a 0
:
0 1=a
Thus to parametrize each group consistently, we need a normalization, which we
describe now.
Normalization As explained above, we want to express every parabolic isometry of
the Poincaré disk D as a translation Œz 7! z C b in H2 . To do this in a consistent
way, we are going to ask the parabolic element of Aut.D/ to be conjugate with the
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translation Œz 7! z C b via a map f W D ! H2 sending e i to 0, 0 to i , and e i
to 1. Then we see that b is uniquely defined, and that f is simply the map
f .z/ D i

z C e i
:
z e i

Then the following holds.
Lemma 5.7 Define P; to be the matrix


1 i ie i
:
ie i 1 C i
Then P; represents the translation Œz 7! z 2 in H2 under the above normalization.
Proof It is straightforward to check that P; and
 i


1 2
i
e i e i
0
1
1
i
1

i e i
e i



differ by a scalar. Therefore the matrix P; represents the transformation of D given
by f 1 ı Œz 7! z 2 ı f .
Using this normalization, we can unambiguously speak about the “translation distance”
of a given parabolic element of PSL2 .R/.

6 Limits in the Chabauty topology
Here we show how to use the matrices obtained in Section 5 to deduce the possible
limits of subgroups in the Chabauty topology. We start with the elliptic case.

6.1 The elliptic case
We consider a sequence S D fS n g, where for each n 2 N ,
S n D hEpn ;n i D f.Epn ;n /k j k 2 Zg:
Recall that hEpn ;n i D hEpn ;2=!n i, where !n D jn j is the order of n . We will
show in the next proposition that the limit of the sequence S in the Chabauty topology
is governed by the limits of rn D jpn j, !n D jn j and n D jn j, where we have that
n D .1 e 2 i=!n /=.1 jpn j2 /. Remark that, since the space of all closed subgroups
is compact for the Chabauty topology, extracting a subsequence if necessary, we can
always assume that these sequences converge. The different limits S can have are
summarized in Proposition 6.1 below.
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Proposition 6.1 The following table shows the Chabauty limit of S according to the
possible limits of rn and jn j.
!
H 1
<1
1
p1 HHH
jp1 j ¤ 1 hEp1 ;2=!1 i subgroup of all rotations around p1
jp1 j D 1
f1g
hPp1 ;1 i

HH

x , !1 D lim !n 2 N [1 and 1 D lim n 2 Œ0; 1.
Here the notation p1 D lim pn 2 D
By convention, for every p 2 S 1 , hPp;1 i is the trivial group and hPp;0 i is the subgroup
of all parabolic elements fixing p (this convention will be justified in Section 6.3).
Proof Since the most interesting case is when rn D jpn j ! 1 and jn j ! 1, let us
first assume we are in that case.
Set E n WD f.1 e ikn /=.1 rn2 / j k 2 Zg and define the maps 'n ; 'W C ! PSL2 .C/ by


pn z
2
1=2 1 z
'n .z/ D .1 .1 rn /z/
;
pxn z 1 C rn2 z


1 z p1 z
'.z/ D
:
px1 z 1 C z
One should note the members of E n are the complex numbers “” for the matrices Epkn ;n .
Then by construction S n D 'n .E n /, and ' is continuous and proper. The following
lemmas show that we can apply the Reduction Lemma (Proposition 4.1).
Lemma 6.2 'n converges to ' uniformly on every compact subset.
Proof It is sufficient to prove it for every compact KR D fz 2 CI jzj  Rg. Fix some
 > 0. Since rn ! 1, we can find for every R > 0 some integer N such that, for all
n  N and all z 2 KR ,
1

  j1

.1

rn2 /zj

1=2

 1C

Therefore, we can also find an integer such that for every n larger than this N ,
k'n .z/

'.z/k1  

holds for every z 2 KR .
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Lemma 6.3 For any compact subset K of PSL2 .R/, the closed subset of C
[

'n 1 .K/

nN

is compact for N large enough.
Proof It is sufficient to prove that for every R > 0 and for every z with jzj > R, one
of the entries of 'n .z/ has a modulus greater that some quantity A.R/ depending only
on R, with A.R/ ! 1 as R ! 1. But this is clear, because the first entry of 'n .z/
has modulus
R 1
j1 .1 rn2 /zj 1=2 j1 zj  p
:
RC1
Therefore, we can apply the Reduction Lemma (Proposition 4.1). Thus, whenever E n
converge to some closed set E in the Hausdorff topology of C , then the sequence
S n D 'n .E n / converges to '.E/ in the Chabauty topology.
Remark 6.4 The functions 'n are not actually defined for z D 1=.1
rn ! 1, we can apply Remark 4.5 with n D C n f1=.1 rn2 /g.

rn2 /. But since

The final piece of information we need in order to conclude is the following lemma.
Lemma 6.5 In the Hausdorff topology on C , the sequence of sets E n converges to
the set E D fki1 I k 2 Zg, where 1 D limn!1 jn j.
Proof Note that limn!1 n D i1 . This can easily be proved in a direct manner;
see Figure 3 for geometric intuition.
Note that the image of the set fki1 j k 2 Zg under ' is

 ˇ

1 ki1 ki1 p1 ˇˇ
k 2Z ;
ki1 px1 1 C ki1 ˇ
which is exactly the subgroup generated by Pp1 ;1 .
Thus we are done for the case where rn D jpn j ! 1 and jn j ! 1.
The other cases, easier and similar, are left to the reader.
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E4

E3

!1 ; 1 2 D .5; 1/
1 r1 

!2 ; 1 2 D .10; 2/
1 r2 

!3 ; 1 2 D .20; 4/
1 r3 

!4 ; 1 2 D .5  16; 16/
1 r4 

!5 ; 1 2 D .5  150; 150/


i1
2
1

E2
E1
0

1 r5

Figure 3: E n : when rn ! 1, the circles degenerate to the vertical axis
(see E 5 ). Using the notation n D .1 e 2 i=!n /=.1 rn2 /, we see that En
tends to hi1 i in the Chabauty topology.

6.2 The hyperbolic case
We now consider a sequence S D fS n g, where for each n 2 N ,
S n D hH.1 /n ;.2 /n ;an i;
with .1 /n ; .2 /n 2 Œ0; 2, n D .2 /n .1 /n 2 .0; 2/ and an > 1. In analogy with
the elliptic case, we will see in the next proposition the limit of the sequence S is governed by the limits of .1 /n , .2 /n , an and n D jn j, where n D .an 1/=.1 e in /.
As before, we can always assume that these sequences converge.
The different limits S can have are summarized in Proposition 6.6 below.
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Proposition 6.6 The following table shows the Chabauty limit of S according to the
possible limits of .1 /n , .2 /n , an and n D jn j D .an 1/=.j1 e in j/.
HH
a
H 1
H
1
HH

1

1 D 0, 2

f1g

1 < a1 < 1

1 2 .0; 2/ f1g H.1 /1 ;.2 /1 ;a1
f1g

1
subgroup of all hyperbolic elements
fixing .1 /1 and .2 /1
hPp1 ;1 i

The notation is .i /1 Dlim.i /n , a1 Dlim an , 1 Dlim n and 1 Dlim n 2 Œ0; 1
with the same convention for hPp;1 i and hPp;0 i as in Proposition 6.1.
Proof As above, let us first assume that a1 D 1 and 1 2 f0; 2g; now define
1 D .1 /1 D .2 /1 mod 2 .
Also, set F n WD f.an k 1/=.1 e in / j k 2 Zg and define maps 'n ; 'W C ! PSL2 .C/ by


in ze i2
in
1=2 1 ze
'n .z/ D .z.1 e / C 1/
;
ze i1 1 C z


1 z ze i1
'.z/ D
:
ze i1 1 C z
One should note that the members of F n are the complex numbers “ ” for the matrices
k
H.
.
/n ;. /n ;an
1

2

Then by construction S n D 'n .F n /, and ' is continuous and proper.
Lemma 6.7 'n converges to ' uniformly on every compact subset.
Proof The same argument as in the proof of Lemma 6.2 works by simply replacing
1 .1 rn2 /z by z.1 e in / C 1.
Lemma 6.8 For any compact subset K of PSL2 .R/, the closed subset of C
[
'n 1 .K/
nN

is compact for N large enough.
Proof The same argument as in the proof of Lemma 6.3 works by simply replacing
j1 .1 rn2 /zj 1=2 j1 zj by jz.1 e in / C 1j 1=2 j1 ze in j.
Lemma 6.9 In the Hausdorff topology on C , the sequence of sets F n converges to
the set F D fki1 I k 2 Zg, where 1 D limn!1 jn j.
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Proof Note that limn!1 n D i1 . This can easily be proved in a direct manner;
see Figure 4 for geometric intuition.
Here again, the image of fki1 j k 2 Zg under ' is simply hPp1 ;1 i.
Thus we are done for the case where a1 D 1 and 1 2 f0; 2g.
The other cases, easier and similar, are left to the reader.

F5

F4

F3

F2

F1

2
i1
0

1
.a1 ; 1 / D .3; 2/
.a2 ; 2 / D .2; 1/
.a3 ; 3 / D .1; 1=2/
.a4 ; 4 / D .5=4; 1=4/
.a5 ; 5 / D .101=100; 1=100/

Figure 4: F n : when n ! 0, the lines containing F n approach the vertical
line, and the points on these lines are more and more equally spaced (see F 5 ).
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6.3 The parabolic case
In Sections 6.1 and 6.2, we saw that there are subgroups with parabolic generators on the
boundary of the space of subgroups with elliptic/hyperbolic generators. In the elliptic
case, 1 D limn!1 jn j indicated which subgroup with parabolic generator was the
wanted limit in the Chabauty topology. In the hyperbolic case, 1 D limn!1 jn j
was the good parameter.
We are interested now in studying the sequences S D .S n / of subgroups S n D hPn ;n i,
where


1 in in e in
Pn ;n D
:
in e in 1 C in
Set 1 D lim n and 1 D lim n . The following proposition is straightforward and
its proof is essentially the same as the one for R given in Section 2.2 (one may use the
Reduction Lemma (Proposition 4.1) to reduce this case to the case of R; we left this to
the interested readers).
Proposition 6.10 There are three cases.


If 1 D 0, then S converges to the group consisting of all parabolic isometries
fixing e i1 .



If 0 < 1 < 1, then S converges to the group generated by P1 ;1 .



If 1 D 1, then S converges to the trivial group.

In particular, the subgroups with one parabolic generator cannot accumulate to the
subgroups with elliptic or hyperbolic generators.
Now we are ready to see what the spaces E, H, P look like.

7 Picture of E
Let us recall some notation from Section 3. For n D f2; 3; : : : ; 1g, Dn denotes a copy
of the open unit disk, such that each point p of Dn represents the group generated by
the rotation around p of order n in D . In other words, Dn is the space of subgroups
with one elliptic generator of order n. The elements of D1 are those subgroups
consisting of all rotations around the given point in D .
We are now going to bend these disks, by requiring that, whenever a point of a disk Dn is
at altitude x3 > 0, then its parameter  verifies jj D x3 . More precisely, represent Dn
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in R3 by the image of D by the map
D ! R3 ;

j1
p D r e i 7! r cos ; r sin ;

e 2 i=n j 
:
1 r2
Note that this image blows up when p approaches the boundary of D .
Also, identify D1 with the open unit disk in the .x; y/–plane, and identify the cylinder
f.e i ; / j   0g
with P by asking .e i ; / with  > 0 to represent the subgroup generated by the
parabolic element fixing e i 2 S 1 and having the form z 7! z C2 in our normalization
(see Section 5). Of course then, every element .e i ; 0/ of the unit circle in the .x; y/–
plane represents the subgroup of all parabolic elements fixing e i . Finally, the identity
group should be identified with a point at infinity of coordinates .0; 0; 1/.
The reader is invited to check, using the results of Section 6, that whenever a sequence
of points pn in this picture converges to some p1 , then the subgroups represented
by pn converge in the Chabauty topology to the subgroup represented by p1 .

8 Picture of H
In Section 3, we explained how H has in its interior a cone on the open Möbius band.
This cone was foliated by open Möbius bands in the obvious way.
We are going to bend the leaves Ma of this foliation, like in Section 7, by requiring that
a point of at altitude x3 > 0 always represents a subgroup generated by a hyperbolic
element with parameter  verifying jj D x3 . More precisely, for any a > 0, represent Ma in R3 by the image of the upper left triangle M of Œ0; 22 that parametrizes
an open Möbius band (see Figure 1 in Section 3), by the map
M ! R3 ;

.1 ; 2 / 7! 1 ; 2 ;

j1

a 1
e i.2


1 / j

:

Also, define M0 to be a copy of M in the .x; y/–plane. Every element .1 ; 2 / of M0
represents the subgroup of all hyperbolic elements having the same two fixed points
e i1 ; e i2 2 S 1 .
Notice that the boundary of a Möbius band is a circle, here parametrized for all a by
the diagonal
@Ma D f.; ; a/ j  2 Œ0; 2g;
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Figure 5: The leaves Dn accumulate to D1 and P. Here n D 2; : : : ; 7.

where .0; 0/, .0; 2/ and .2; 2/ are identified.
As for the elliptic case, note that each leaf blows up to infinity when .1 ; 2 / approaches
the diagonal @Ma .
Now, identify the set
f.; ; / j  2 Œ0; 2;   0g
with P by asking .; ; / with  > 0 to represent the subgroup generated by the
parabolic element fixing e i 2 S 1 and having the form z 7! z C2 in our normalization
(see Section 5). Of course then, every element .; ; 0/ of M0 represents the subgroup
of all parabolic elements fixing e i . Finally, the identity group is again identified with
the point at infinity .0; 0; 1/.
As before, the reader is invited to check, using the results of Section 6, that whenever
a sequence of points pn in this picture converges to some p1 , then the subgroups
represented by pn converge in the Chabauty topology to the subgroup represented
by p1 .
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Figure 6: The picture on the left shows the foliation by leaves of constant
translation length in the original prism. The leaves are parallel triangles (or
after gluing: Möbius bands). The picture on the right shows the same leaves
after bending. To obtain a correct picture, the front and the left walls (colored
in orange) should be identified so that each leaf becomes a Möbius band.
Note that, for visibility reasons, we only drew a few leaves of the foliation.

9 Gluing E and H
The last thing we have to do to complete the description of C is to glue the spaces E
and H along P. In view of the bending we performed in Sections 7 and 8, it should be
clear now that the correct gluing map is
ˆW P D S 1  RC  E ! P D @M0  RC  H;
.e i ; c/ 7! .; ; c/:
This gives us the closure of the space of all subgroups of PSL2 .R/ with one generator
in the Chabauty topology.
We finally obtained the main theorem.
Theorem 9.1 (Main Theorem) The space of all geometric limits of closed subgroups
of PSL2 .R/ with one generator is C D E [ H = , where
(1) E is a wedge sum of countably many 2–spheres Dn =@Dn , which accumulate to
a disk D1 and to the cone P on the circle @D1 (see Figure 5);
(2) H is the cone on a closed Möbius band, the inside of which is foliated by “bent”
open Möbius bands, which accumulate to an open Möbius band M0 and to the
cone P on the circle @M0 (see Figure 6);
(3)  represents the gluing of E and H along P.
See Sections 7 and 8 for complete parametrizations of E and H.
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It seems worth to mention some easy corollaries of this theorem which tell us about the
topology of C. Some of them may not be of any special interest in the perspective of
the geometric limit of Kleinian groups, but could be interesting in a purely topological
point of view. This is to be compared with the 1–connectivity of the Chabauty space
of Rn by Kloeckner in [6].
Corollary 9.2 C is simply connected.
Proof Since H is contractible, C is homotopy equivalent to the wedge sum of countably many 2–spheres.
In particular, the path-connectivity of C tells us that we can continuously deform any
subgroup in C to any other.
Corollary 9.3 2 .C/ Š H2 .C/ Š

L

i2N

Z.

Proof By Corollary 9.2, we know C is 1–connected. Hence the result follows from
the Hurewicz theorem.
Corollary 9.4 Let C0 D f 2 C j  is discrete.g. Then C0 is still simply connected.

10 Future work and related topics
We have studied the space of geometric limits of the one-generator closed subgroups
of PSL2 .R/. There are two obvious ways to generalize this; one can study either the
space of geometric limits of two-generator closed subgroups of PSL2 .R/ or the space
of geometric limits of one-generator closed subgroups of PSL2 .C/.
Both cases present intricate features, but in the latter case, we are interested in the
following phenomenon: subgroups generated by one hyperbolic element can converge
in the Chabauty topology to a subgroup generated by two parabolic elements. The
authors are currently writing a paper about the space of one-generator closed subgroups
of PSL2 .C/. In this upcoming paper, we use similar parametrizations, and obtain results
comparable to those we obtained in Section 6. But the global picture is emphatically
more complicated. Relatively easy cases will be explored by understanding the Chabauty
topology of C  and applying the Reduction Lemma (Proposition 4.1). Much more is
involved for the full generality, such as an interpretation of the expansions in continuous
fractions of parameters similar in spirit to  and  in the present paper.
One remote but major goal of this project is to understand the global topology of the
space of the type-preserving quasifuchsian representations of the punctured-torus group.
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For the definitions and detailed theory, we refer the readers to Akiyoshi, Sakuma, Wada
and Yamashita [1]. In this case, we are interested in the subgroups of PSL2 .C/ with
two hyperbolic generators. Thus the boundary is much more complicated than the
one of the space of one-generator subgroups of PSL2 .C/. The major complication of
the boundary comes from the enrichment phenomenon, specific to geometric limits of
Kleinian groups (see [4]). Considering all possible geometric limits in the one-generator
case, however, one can have a much better understanding of how the enrichment occurs
in more explicit terms. With a deep understanding on the enrichment of Kleinian
groups, one might hope to attack the following conjecture due to Bowditch; see, for
instance, Minsky [8].
Conjecture 10.1 In the space of the type-preserving representations of the puncturedtorus group, the representations satisfying the BQ–condition are precisely the quasifuchsian representations.
Consider the trace of the commutator of the generators in the character variety .F2 /.
This defines an Out(F2 )-invariant function ' on .F2 /. Then the level set ' 1 . 2/ is
the slice consists of the type-preserving representations of the punctured-torus groups
(here, ‘type-preserving’ means the commutator of the generators is parabolic). One
more term needed to be defined here is the BQ–condition.
Definition 10.2 Œ 2 .Fn / is said to satisfy the BQ–condition if
(1) .X / is hyperbolic for all primitive element x 2 F2 ;
(2) the number of conjugacy classes of primitive elements x such that j tr..x//j  2
is finite.
We would like to know the global topology of this space, namely describe how the
boundary looks explicitly. We hope that the techniques we have been developed are
potentially useful.
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